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1 Introduction.
Let λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) be a partition of the integer n, i.e., λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0
and
∑
λi = n. The (Durfee or Frobenius) rank of λ, denoted rank(λ), is the
length of the main diagonal of the diagram of λ, or equivalently, the largest
integer i for which λi ≥ i [11, p. 289]. We will assume familiarity with
the notation and terminology involving partitions and symmetric functions
found in [7] and [11]. Nazarov and Tarasov [9, §1], in connection with ten-
sor products of Yangian modules Y (gln), defined a generalization of rank to
skew partitions (or skew diagrams) λ/µ. There are several simple equivalent
definitions of rank(λ/µ) which we summarize in Proposition 2.2. In partic-
ular, rank(λ/µ) is the least integer r such that λ/µ is a disjoint union of r
border strips (also called ribbons or rim hooks). In Section 4 we consider
the structure of the decompositions of λ/µ into this minimal number r of
border strips. For instance, we show that the number of ways to write λ/µ
as a disjoint union of r border strips is a perfect square. A consequence of
our results will be that if χλ/µ is the skew character of the symmetric group
Sn indexed by λ/µ and if w is a permutation in Sn with rank(λ/µ) cycles
(in its disjoint cycle decomposition) for which exactly mi cycles have length
i, then χλ/µ(w) is divisible by m1(w)!m2(w)! · · ·.
In addition to the various characterizations of rank(λ/µ) given by Propo-
1Partially supported by NSF grant #DMS-9988459 and by the Isaac Newton Institute
for Mathematical Sciences.
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sition 2.2 we have a further possible characterization which we have been
unable to prove or disprove. Namely, let sλ/µ(1
t) denote the skew Schur
function sλ/µ evaluated at x1 = · · · = xt = 1, xi = 0 for i > t. For fixed
λ/µ, sλ/µ(1
t) is a polynomial in t. Let zrank(λ/µ) denote the exponent of the
largest power of t dividing sλ/µ(1
t) (as a polynomial in t). It is easy to see
(Proposition 3.1) that zrank(λ/µ) ≥ rank(λ/µ), and we ask whether equality
always holds. We know of two main cases where the answer is affirmative:
(1) when λ/µ is an ordinary partition (i.e., µ = ∅), a trivial consequence of
known results on Schur functions (Theorem 3.2(a)), and (2) when every row
of the Jacobi-Trudi matrix for λ/µ which contains an entry equal to 0 also
contains an entry equal to 1 (Theorem 3.2(b)).
2 Characterizations of Frobenius rank.
Let λ/µ be a skew shape, which we identify with its Young diagram {(i, j) :
µi < j ≤ λi}. We regard the points (i, j) of the Young diagram as squares.
An outside top corner of λ/µ is a square (i, j) ∈ λ/µ such that (i−1, j), (i, j−
1) 6∈ λ/µ. An outside diagonal of λ/µ consists of all squares (i+p, j+p) ∈ λ/µ
for which (i, j) is a fixed outside top corner. Similarly an inside top corner
of λ/µ is a square (i, j) ∈ λ/µ such that (i − 1, j), (i, j − 1) ∈ λ/µ but
(i − 1, j − 1) 6∈ λ/µ. An inside diagonal of λ/µ consists of all squares
(i + p, j + p) ∈ λ/µ for which (i, j) is a fixed inside top corner. If µ =
∅, then λ/µ has one outside diagonal (the main diagonal) and no inside
diagonals. Figure 1 shows the skew shape 8874/411, with outside diagonal
squares marked by + and inside diagonal squares by −.
Let d+(λ/µ) (respectively, d−(λ/µ)) denote the total number of outside
diagonal squares (respectively, inside diagonal squares) of λ/µ. Following
Nazarov and Tazarov [9, §1], we define the (Durfee or Frobenius) rank of
λ/µ, denoted rank(λ/µ), to be d+(λ/µ)− d−(λ/µ). Clearly when µ = ∅ this
reduces to the usual definition of rank(λ) mentioned in the introduction. We
see, for instance, from Figure 1 that rank(8874/411) = 4.
We wish to give several equivalent definitions of rank(λ/µ). First we
discuss the necessary background. A skew shape λ/µ is connected if the
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Figure 1: Outside and inside diagonals of the skew shape 8874/411
Figure 2: A minimal border strip decomposition of the skew shape 8874/411
interior of the Young diagram of λ/µ, regarded as a union of solid squares, is
a connected (open) set. A border strip [11, p. 345] is a connected skew shape
with no 2×2 square. (The empty diagram ∅ is not a border strip.) A border
strip is uniquely determined, up to translation, by its row lengths; there are
exactly 2n−1 border strips with n squares (up to translation). We say that
a border strip B ⊆ λ/µ is a border strip of λ/µ if λ/µ − B is a skew shape
ν/µ (so B = λ/ν). Equivalently, we say that B can be removed from λ/µ. A
border strip B of λ/µ is determined by its lower left-hand square init(B) and
upper right-hand square fin(B). A border strip decomposition [11, p. 470]
of λ/µ is a partitioning of the squares of λ/µ into (pairwise disjoint) border
strips. Let N = |λ/µ| :=
∑
λi −
∑
µi and σ = (σ1, . . . , σℓ) ⊢ N , where
σℓ > 0. We say that a border strip decomposition D has type σ ⊢ N if the
sizes (number of squares) of the border strips appearing inD are σ1, . . . , σℓ. A
border strip decomposition of λ/µ is minimal if the number of border strips
is minimized, i.e., there does not exist a border strip decomposition with
fewer border strips. Figure 2 shows a minimal border strip decomposition of
the skew shape 8874/411.
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A concept closely related to border strip decompositions is that of border
strip tableaux [11, p. 346]. Let λ/µ ⊢ N . Let α = (α1, α2, . . . , αm) be a
composition of N , i.e., αi ∈ P = {1, 2, . . .} and
∑
αi = N . A border strip
tableau of (shape) λ/µ and type α is a sequence
µ = λ0 ⊂ λ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ λr = λ (1)
such that λi/λi−1 is a border strip of size αi. (Note that the type of a
border strip decomposition is a partition but of a border strip tableau is a
composition.) Every border strip tableau T of shape λ/µ defines a border
strip decomposition D of λ/µ, viz., the border strips λi/λi−1 6= ∅ of T are
just the border strips of D. We say that D corresponds to T and conversely
that T corresponds to D. Of course given T , the corresponding D is unique,
but not conversely. If T corresponds to a minimal border strip decomposition
D, then we call T a minimal border strip tableau.
Now suppose that ℓ(λ) ≤ n, where ℓ(λ) denotes the number of (nonzero)
parts of λ. Recall that the Jacobi-Trudi identity for the skew Schur function
sλ/µ [11, Thm. 7.16.1] asserts that
sλ/µ = det
(
hλi−µj−i+j
)n
i,j=1
,
where hk denotes the complete homogeneous symmetric function of degree
k, with the convention h0 = 1 and hk = 0 for k < 0. Denote the ma-
trix
(
hλi−µj−i+j
)
appearing in the Jacobi-Trudi identity by JTλ/µ, called the
Jacobi-Trudi matrix of the skew shape λ/µ. Let jrank(λ/µ) denote the num-
ber of rows of JTλ/µ that don’t contain a 1. Note that JTλ/µ implicitly
depends on n, but jrank(λ/µ) does not depend on the choice of n.
Our final piece of background material concerns the (Come´t) code of a
shape λ [11, Exer. 7.59], generalized to skew shapes λ/µ. Let λ/µ be a skew
shape, with its left-hand edge and upper edge extended to infinity, as shown
in Figure 3 for λ/µ = 8874/411. Put a 0 next to each vertical edge and a 1
next to each horizontal edge of the “lower envelope” and “upper envelope”
of λ/µ (whose definition should be clear from Figure 3). If we read these
numbers as we move north and east along the lower envelope we obtain an
infinite binary sequence Cλ/µ = · · · c−2c−1c0c1c2 · · · beginning with infinitely
many 0’s and ending with infinitely many 1’s. Similarly if read these numbers
as we move north and east along the upper envelope we obtain another such
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binary sequence Dλ/µ = · · · d−2d−1d0d1d2 · · ·. The indexing of the terms of
Cλ/µ and Dλ/µ is arbitrary (it doesn’t affect the sequences themselves), but
we require them to “line up” in the sense that common steps in the two
envelopes should have common indices. We call the resulting two-line array
code(λ/µ) =
· · · c−2 c−1 c0 c1 c2 · · ·
· · · d−2 d−1 d0 d1 d2 · · ·
, (2)
the (Come´t) code of λ/µ (also known as the partition sequence of λ [1][2]).
If we omit the infinitely many initial columns 0
0
and final columns 1
1
from
code(λ/µ), then we call the resulting array the reduced code of λ/µ, denoted
code(λ/µ). Thus for instance from Figure 3 we see that
code(8874/411) =
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
.
A two-line array (2) with infinitely many initial columns 0
0
and final
columns 1
1
is the code of some λ/µ if and only if for all i,
#{j ≤ i : (cj, dj) = (1, 0)} ≥ #{j ≤ i : (cj , dj) = (0, 1)}, (3)
and if
#{j ∈ Z : (cj , dj) = (1, 0)} = #{j ∈ Z : (cj, dj) = (0, 1)}. (4)
If µ = ∅ then the second row of code(λ/µ) is redundant, so we define code(λ)
to be the first row of code(λ/µ). If code(λ/µ) is given by (2) then we write
s(ci) (respectively, s(di)) for the (unique) square of λ/µ that contains the edge
of the lower envelope (respectively, upper envelope) of λ/µ corresponding to ci
(respectively, di). The following fundamental property of code(λ/µ) appears
e.g. in [11, Exer. 7.59(b)] for ordinary shapes and carries over directly to
skew shapes.
2.1 Proposition. Let code(λ/µ) be given by (2). Then removing a
border strip of size p from λ/µ is equivalent to choosing i with ci = 1 and
ci+p = 0, and then replacing ci with 0 and ci+p with 1, provided that (3)
continues to hold. Specifically, such a pair (i, i+p) corresponds to the border
strip B of size p defined by
init(B) = s(ci), fin(B) = s(ci+p).
5
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Figure 3: Constructing the code of 8874/411
Moreover, code(λ/µ − B) is obtained from code(λ/µ) by setting ci = 0 and
ci+p = 1.
We can now state several characterizations of rank(λ/µ).
2.2 Proposition. For any skew shape λ/µ, the following numbers are
equal.
(a) rank(λ/µ)
(b) the number of border strips in a minimal border strip decomposition of
λ/µ
(c) jrank(λ/µ)
(d) the number of columns of code(λ/µ) equal to 0
1
(or to 1
0
)
Proof. By equations (3) and (4) there exists a bijection
ϑ : {i : (ci, di) = (1, 0)} → {i : (ci, di) = (0, 1)}
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such that ϑ(i) > i for all i in the domain of ϑ. By Proposition 2.1, as we
successively remove border strips from λ/µ the bottom line · · ·d−1d0d1 · · · of
code(λ/µ) remains the same, while the top line · · · c−1c0c1 · · · interchanges
a 0 and 1. We will exhaust all of λ/µ when the top line becomes equal to
the bottom. Hence the number of border strips appearing in a border strip
decomposition of λ/µ is at least the number of columns 0
1
of code(λ/µ). On
the other hand, we can achieve exactly this number by interchanging ci with
cϑ(i) for all i such that (ci, di) = (0, 1). It follows that (b) and (d) are equal.
Let B be the (unique) largest border strip of λ/µ such that init(B) is
the bottom square of the leftmost column of λ/µ. B will intersect each di-
agonal (running from upper-left to lower-right) of its connected component
σ of λ/µ exactly once. The number of outside diagonals of σ is one more
than the number of inside diagonals. Hence rank(λ/µ) = rank(λ/µ−B)+1.
Continuing to remove the largest border strip results in a minimal border
strip decomposition of λ/µ. (Minimality is an easy consequence of Proposi-
tion 2.1.) Since each border strip removal reduces the rank by one, it follows
that (a) and (b) are equal.
Finally consider the Jacobi-Trudi matrix JTλ/µ. We prove by induction
on the number of rows of JTλ/µ that (b) and (c) are equal. The assertion
is clear when JTλ/µ has one row, so assume that JTλ/µ has more than one
row. We may assume that λ/µ has no empty rows, since “compressing” λ/µ
by removing all empty rows does not change (c). Let JT′λ/µ denote JTλ/µ
with the first row and last column removed. Let ν be the shape obtained
by removing a maximal border strip from each connected component of λ/µ
and deleting the bottom (empty) row. If λ/µ has c connected components,
then rank(ν/µ) = rank(λ/µ)− c. Now the (i, j)-entry hλi+1−µj−i+j−1 of the
matrix JT′λ/µ satisfies
hλi+1−µj−i+j−1 =


hνi−µj−i+j, if row i of λ/µ is not the last row of a
connected component of λ/µ
hνi−µj−i+j+1, otherwise.
Moreover, if row i is the last row of a connected component of λ/µ (other than
the bottom row of λ/µ) then the (i, i)-entry of JTν/µ is 1, while the ith row
of JTλ/µ does not contain a 1. It follows that jrank(ν/µ) = jrank(λ/µ)− c,
and the equality of (b) and (c) follows by induction. ✷
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The equivalence of (a) and (c) in Proposition 2.2 is also an immediate
consequence of [9, Prop. 1.32].
The following corollary was first proved by Nazarov and Tarasov [9, Thm.
1.4] using the definition rank(λ/µ) = d+(λ/µ) − d−(λ/µ). The result is
not obvious (even for nonskew shapes λ) using this definition, but it is an
immediate consequence of parts (b) or (d) of Proposition 2.2.
2.3 Corollary. Let (λ/µ)♮ denote the skew shape obtained by rotating
the diagram of λ/µ 180◦, i.e, replacing (i, j) ∈ λ/µ with (h − i, k − i) for
some h and k. Then rank(λ/µ) = rank((λ/µ)♮).
3 An open characterization of rank(λ/µ)
Recall that in Section 1 we defined zrank(λ/µ) to be the largest power of t
dividing the polynomial sλ/µ(1
t).
Open problem. Is it true that
rank(λ/µ) = zrank(λ/µ) (5)
for all λ/µ?
3.1 Proposition. For all λ/µ we have rank(λ/µ) ≤ zrank(λ/µ).
Proof. We have (see [11, Prop. 7.8.3])
hi(1
t) =
(
t+ i− 1
i
)
=
t(t+ 1) · · · (t + i− 1)
i!
.
Hence by the Jacobi-Trudi identity,
sλ/µ(1
t) = det
((
t + λi − µj − i+ j − 1
λi − µj − i+ j
))n
i,j=1
. (6)
By Proposition 2.2 exactly rank(λ/µ) rows of this matrix have every entry
equal either to 0 or a polynomial divisible by t. Hence sλ/µ(1
t) is divisible
by trank(λ/µ), so rank(λ/µ) ≤ zrank(λ/µ) as desired.
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Alternatively, we can expand sλ/µ in terms of power sums pν instead of
complete symmetric functions hν . If
sλ/µ =
∑
ν
z−1ν χ
λ/µ(ν)pν , (7)
then by the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule [11, Cor. 7.17.5] χλ/µ(ν) = 0 unless
there exists a border strip tableau of λ/µ of type ν. By Proposition 2.2 it
follows that χλ/µ(ν) = 0 unless ℓ(ν) ≥ rank(λ/µ). Since pν(1
t) = tℓ(ν), it
again follows that sλ/µ(1
t) is divisible by trank(λ/µ). ✷
The next result establishes that rank(λ/µ) = zrank(λ/µ) in two special
cases.
3.2 Theorem. (a) If µ = ∅ (so λ/µ = λ) then rank(λ) = zrank(λ).
(b) If every row of JTλ/µ that contains a 0 also contains a 1, then
rank(λ/µ) = zrank(λ/µ).
Proof. (a) A basic formula in the theory of symmetric functions [11,
Cor. 7.21.4] asserts that
sλ(1
t) =
∏
(i,j)∈λ
t− i+ j
h(i, j)
,
where h(i, j) = λi + λ
′
j − i− j + 1, the hook length of λ at (i, j). Hence
zrank(λ) = #{i : (i, i) ∈ λ} = rank(λ).
(b) Let
y(λ/µ) =
(
t−rank(λ/µ)sλ/µ(1
t)
)
t=0
.
By Proposition 3.1 y(λ/µ) is finite (and in fact is just the coefficient of
trank(λ/µ) in sλ/µ(1
t)), and the assertion that rank(λ/µ) = zrank(λ/µ) is equiv-
alent to y(λ/µ) 6= 0. Now factor out t from every row not containing a 1 of
the matrix on the right-hand side of equation (6). By Proposition 2.2 the
number of such rows is rank(λ/µ). Divide by trank(λ/µ) and set t = 0. Denote
the resulting matrix by Rλ/µ, so
y(λ/µ) = detRλ/µ
∣∣
t=0
.
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Note that (
t−1hi(1
t)
)
t=0
=
1
i
, i ≥ 1. (8)
If row i of JTλ/µ contains a 1, say in column j, then row i of Rλ/µ has
all entries equal to 0 except for a 1 in column j. Hence we can remove row i
and column j from Rλ/µ without changing the determinant detRλ/µ, except
possibly for the sign. When we do this for all rows i of JTλ/µ containing a 1,
then using (8) we obtain a matrix of the form
R′λ/µ =
(
1
ai + bj
)r
i,j=1
, (9)
where a1 > a2 > · · · > ar > 0 and 0 = b1 < b2 < · · · < br. In particular,
the denominators ai + bj are never 0. But it was shown by Cauchy (e.g., [8,
§353]) that
detR′λ/µ =
∏
i<j(ai − aj)(bi − bj)∏
i,j(ai + bj)
6= 0,
as was to be shown. ✷
4 Minimal border strip decompositions of λ/µ
In the proof of Proposition 3.1 we mentioned the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule
[11, Cor. 7.17.5] in connection with the expansion of sλ/µ in terms of power
sums. This rule asserts that if χλ/µ(ν) is defined by equation (7), then
χλ/µ(ν) =
∑
T
(−1)ht(T ), (10)
summed over all border-strip tableaux T of shape λ/µ and type ν. Here
ht(T ) =
∑
B
ht(B),
where B ranges over all border strips in T and ht(B) is one less than the
number of rows of B. In fact, in equation (10) ν can be composition rather
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than just a partition. In other words, let α = (α1, . . . , αm) be a composition
of N = |λ/µ| and let
χλ/µ(α) =
∑
T
(−1)ht(T ),
summed over all border strip tableaux T of shape λ/µ and type α. Then
χλ/µ(α) = χλ/µ(ν), where ν is the decreasing rearrangement of α. The second
proof of Proposition 3.1 showed that sλ/µ has minimal degree r = rank(λ/µ)
as a polynomial in the pi’s (with deg pi = 1 for i ≥ 1). Since pα(1
t) = tℓ(α)
we see that the coefficient y(λ/µ) of trank(λ/µ) in sλ/µ(1
t) is given by
y(λ/µ) =
∑
ν⊢N
ℓ(ν)=r
z−1ν χ
λ/µ(ν). (11)
As mentioned above, an affirmative answer to (5) is equivalent to y(λ/µ) 6= 0.
Although we are unable to resolve this question here, we will show that
there is some interesting combinatorics associated with minimal border strip
decompositions and border tableaux of shape λ/µ. In particular, a more
combinatorial version of equation (11) is given by (30).
Let e be an edge of the lower envelope of λ/µ, i.e., no square of λ/µ has e
as its upper or left-hand edge. We will define a certain subset Se of squares
of λ/µ, called a snake. If e is also an edge of the upper envelope of λ/µ, then
set Se = ∅. Otherwise, if e is horizontal and (i, j) is the square of λ/µ having
e as its lower edge, then define
Se = (λ/µ)∩{(i, j), (i−1, j), (i−1, j−1), (i−2, j−1), (i−2, j−2), . . .}. (12)
Finally if e is vertical and (i, j) is the square of λ/µ having e as its right-hand
edge, then define
Se = (λ/µ)∩{(i, j), (i, j−1), (i−1, j−1), (i−1, j−2), (i−2, j−2), . . .}. (13)
In Figure 4 the nonempty snakes of the skew shape 8744/411 are shown with
dashed paths through their squares, with a single bullet in the two snakes
with just one square. The length ℓ(S) of a snake S is one fewer than its
number of squares; a snake of length k + 1 (so with k squares) is called a
k-snake. In particular, if Se = ∅ then ℓ(Se) = −1. Call a snake of even
length a right snake if it has the form (12) and a left snake if it has the form
11
Figure 4: Snakes for the skew shape 8874/411
(13). (We could just as well make the same definitions for snakes of odd
length, but we only need the definitions for those of even length.) It is clear
that the snakes are linearly ordered from lower left to upper right. In this
linear ordering replace a left snake of length 2k with the symbol Lk, a right
snake of length 2k with Rk, and a snake of odd length with O. The resulting
sequence (which does not determine λ/µ), with infinitely many initial and
final O’s removed, is called the snake sequence of λ/µ, denoted SS(λ/µ). For
instance, from Figure 4 we see that
SS(8874/411) = L0OL1L2R2OOL2R2OR1R0.
Snakes (though not with that name) appear in the solution to [11, Exer-
cise 7.66]. Call two consecutive squares of a snake S (i.e., two squares with
a common edge) a link of S. Thus a k-snake has k − 1 links. A link of a
left snake is called a left link, and similarly a link of a right snake is called
a right link. Two links l1 and l2 are said to be consecutive if they have a
square in common. We say that a border strip B uses a link l of some snake
if B contains the two squares of l. Similarly a border strip decomposition D
or border strip tableau T uses l if some border strip in D or T uses l. The
exercise cited above shows the following.
4.1 Lemma. Let D be a border strip decomposition of λ/µ. Then no
B ∈ D uses two consecutive links of a snake. Conversely, if we choose a
set L of links from the snakes of λ/µ such that no two of these links are
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consecutive, then there is a unique border strip decomposition D of λ/µ that
uses precisely the links in L (and no other links).
Lemma 4.1 sets up a bijection between border strip decompositions of
λ/µ and sets L of links of the snakes of λ/µ such that no two links are
consecutive. In particular, if Fn denotes a Fibonacci number (F1 = F2 = 1,
Fn+1 = Fn + Fn−1 for n > 1), then there are Fk+1 ways to choose a subset
L of links of a k-snake such that no two links are consecutive. Hence if
the snakes of λ/µ have sizes a1, . . . , ar, then the number of border strip
decompositions of λ/µ is Fa1+1 · · ·Far+1 (as is clear from the solution to [11,
Exer. 7.66]). Moreover, the size (number of border strips) of the border strip
decomposition D is given by
#D = |λ/µ| −#L. (14)
Consider now the minimal border strip decompositions D of λ/µ, i.e.,
#D is minimized. Thus by Proposition 2.2 we have #D = rank(λ/µ). By
equation (14) we wish to maximize the number of links, no two consecutive.
For snakes with an odd number 2m−1 of links we have no choice — there is
a unique way to choose m links, no two consecutive, and this is the maximum
number possible. For snakes with an even number 2m of links there are m+1
ways to choose the maximum number m of links. Thus if mbsd(λ/µ) denotes
the number of minimal border strip decompositions of λ/µ, then we have
proved the following result (which will be improved in Theorem 4.5).
4.2 Proposition. We have
mbsd(λ/µ) =
∏
S
(
1 +
ℓ(S)
2
)
,
where S ranges over all snakes of λ/µ of even length.
To proceed further with the structure of the minimal border strip de-
compositions of λ/µ, we will develop their connection with code(λ/µ). Let
p be the bottom-leftmost point of (the diagram of) λ/µ, and let q be the
top-rightmost point. We regard the boundary of λ/µ as consisting of two
lattice paths from p to q with steps (1, 0) or (0, 1), or in other words, the
restriction of the upper and lower envelopes of λ/µ between p and q. The
top-left path (regarded as a sequence of edges e1, . . . , ek) is denoted Λ1(λ/µ),
13
Figure 5: Extended links for the skew shape 8874/411
and the bottom-right path f1, . . . , fk by Λ2(λ/µ). Note that if in the two-line
array
f1 f2 · · · fk
e1 e2 · · · ek
we replace each vertical edge by 1 and each horizontal edge by 0, then we
obtain code(λ/µ).
Continue the zigzag pattern of the links of each snake of λ/µ one further
step in each direction, as illustrated in Figure 5 for λ/µ = 8874/411. These
steps will cross an edge on the boundary of λ/µ. Denote the top-left boundary
edge crossed by the extended link of the snake S by τ(S), called the top
edge of S. Similary denote the bottom-right boundary edge crossed by the
extended link of the snake S by β(S), called the bottom edge of the snake S.
(In fact, the snake Se has β(Se) = e.) When Se = ∅ we have τ(Se) = β(Se) =
e. See Figure 6 for the case λ/µ = 43111/2211, which has three edges e for
which Se = ∅.
We thus have the following situation. Write Si as short for Sfi, so τ(Si) =
ei and β(Si) = fi. Let
code(λ/µ) =
(
c1 c2 · · · ck
d1 d2 · · · dk
)
. (15)
14
Figure 6: Extended links for the skew shape 43111/2211
It is easy to see that Si is a left snake if and only if (ci, di) = (1, 0). In this
case, if Si has length 2m then
m+ 1 = #{j > i : (cj, dj) = (0, 1)} −#{j > i : (cj , dj) = (1, 0)}. (16)
Similarly Si is a right snake if and only if (ci, di) = (0, 1); and if Si has length
2m then
m+ 1 = #{j < i : (cj, dj) = (1, 0)} −#{j < i : (cj , dj) = (0, 1)}. (17)
4.3 Proposition. The snake sequence SS(λ/µ) = q1q2 · · · qk is “well-
parenthesized” in the following sense. There exists a (unique) set P(λ/µ) =
{(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)}, where r = rank(λ/µ), such that:
(a) The ui’s and vi’s are distinct integers.
(b) 1 ≤ ui < vi ≤ k
(c) qui = Lt and qvi = Rt for some t (depending on i)
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Figure 7: Parenthesization of the snake sequence SS(8874/411)
(d) For no i and j do we have ui < uj < vi < vj.
Proof. Equations (3) and (4) assert that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have
#{j : 1 ≤ j ≤ i, qj = Ls for some s} ≥ #{j : 1 ≤ j ≤ i, qj = Rs for some s},
(18)
and that the total number of L’s in SS(λ/µ) equals the total number of R’s.
It now follows from a standard bijection (e.g., [11, solution to Exer. 6.19(n)
and (o)]) that there is a unique set P(λ/µ) satisfying (a), (b), and (d). But
(c) is then a consequence of equations (16) and (17). ✷
We can depict the set P(λ/µ) by drawing arcs above the terms of SS(λ/µ),
such that the left and right endpoints of an arc are some Lt and Rt, and such
that the arcs are noncrossing. For instance,
P(8874/411) = {(1, 12), (3, 11), (4, 5), (8, 9)},
as illustrated in Figure 7.
Let SS(λ/µ) = q1q2 · · · qk as in Proposition 4.3, and define an interval set
of λ/µ to be collection I of r ordered pairs,
I = {(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)},
satisfying the following conditions:
• The ui’s and vi’s are distinct integers.
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Figure 8: An interval set of the skew shape 8874/411
• 1 ≤ ui < vi ≤ k
• qui = Ls and qvi = Rt for some s and t (depending on i)
Thus P(λ/µ) is itself an interval set. Figure 8 illustrates the interval set
{(1, 5), (3, 12), (4, 9), (8, 11)} of the skew shape 8874/411. Let is(λ/µ) denote
the number of interval sets of λ/µ.
4.4 Theorem. Let T1, . . . , Tr be the left snakes (or right snakes) of
λ/µ. Then
is(λ/µ) =
r∏
i=1
(
1 +
ℓ(Ti)
2
)
.
Proof. Let SS(λ/µ) = q1q2 · · · qk. Let qu1, . . . , qur be the positions of the
terms Ls, with u1 < · · · < ur. Let qui = Lmi . We can obtain an interval set
by pairing qur with some Rs to the right of qur , then pairing qur−1 with some
Rs to the right of qur−1 not already paired, etc. By equation (16) the number
of choices for pairing qui is just mi + 1, and the proof follows. ✷
We are now in a position to count the number of minimal border strip
decompositions and minimal border strip tableaux of shape λ/µ. Let us
denote this latter number by mbst(λ/µ).
4.5 Theorem. Let rank(λ/µ) = r. Then
mbsd(λ/µ) = is(λ/µ)2 (19)
mbst(λ/µ) = r! is(λ/µ). (20)
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Proof. Equation (19) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2 and
Theorem 4.4 (using that in Theorem 4.4 we can take T1, · · · , Tr to consist of
either all left snakes or all right snakes).
To prove equation (20) we use Proposition 2.1. Let
code(λ/µ) =
c1 c2 · · · ck
d1 d2 · · · dk
and let r = rank(λ/µ). It follows from Proposition 2.1 that a minimal border
strip tableau of shape λ/µ is equivalent to choosing a sequence (u1, v1), . . .,
(ur, vr) where 1 ≤ ui < vi ≤ k, cui = 1, cvi = 0, the ui’s and vi’s are
distinct, and then successively changing (ui, vi) from (1, 0) to (0, 1), so that
at the end we obtain the sequence d1, . . . , dk. Since there are exactly r pairs
(ci, di) equal to (0, 1) and r pairs equal to (1, 0), the condition that we end
up with d1, . . . , dk is equivalent to dui = 0 and dvi = 1. Hence the possible
sets {(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)} are just the interval sets of λ/µ. There are is(λ/µ)
ways to choose an interval set and r! ways to linearly order its elements, so
the proof follows. ✷
As discussed in the above proof, every interval set I of λ/µ gives rise
to r! minimal border strip tableaux T of shape λ/µ. The set of border
strips appearing in such a tableau is a border strip decomposition D of λ/µ.
Extending our terminology that T and D correspond to each other, we will
say that I, D, and T all correspond to each other.
How many of the above r! border strip decompositions corresponding to
I are distinct? Rather remarkably, the number is is(λ/µ), independent of
the interval set I. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.8 below. Our proof
of this result is best understood in the context of posets. Let P be a finite
poset with p elements x1, . . . , xp. A bijection f : P → [p] = {1, 2, . . . , p}
is called a dropless labeling of P if we never have f−1(i + 1) < f−1(i). Let
inc(P ) denote the incomparability graph of P , i.e, the vertex set of inc(P )
is {x1, . . . , xp}, with an edge between xi and xj if and only if xi and xj are
incomparable in P . The next result is implicit in [5, Thm. 2] and [3, Theorem
on p. 322] (namely, in [5, Th. 2] put x = −1 and in [3, Theorem on p. 322]
put λ = −1, and use (22) below) and explicit in [12, Thm. 4.12]. For the
sake of completeness we repeat the essence of the proof in [12].
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4.6 Lemma. The number dl(P ) of dropless labelings of P is equal to
the number ao(P ) of acyclic orientations of inc(P ).
Proof. Given the dropless labeling f : P → [p], define an acyclic ori-
entation o = o(f) as follows. If xixj is an edge of inc(P ), then let xi → xj
in o if f(xi) < f(xj), and let xj → xi otherwise. Clearly o is an acyclic
orientation of inc(P ). Conversely, let o be an acyclic orientation of inc(P ).
The set of sources (i.e., vertices with no arrows into them) form a chain in
P since otherwise two are incomparable, so there is an arrow between them
that must point into one of them. Let x be the minimal element of this chain,
i.e., the unique minimal source. If f is a dropless labeling of P with o = o(f),
then we claim f(x) = 1. Suppose to the contrary that f(x) = i > 1. Let
j be the largest integer satisfying j < i and y := f−1(j) 6< x. Note that
j exists since f−1(1) > x. We must have y > x since x is a source. But
then f−1(j + 1) ≤ x < y = f−1(j), contradicting the fact that f is dropless.
Thus we can set f(x) = 1, remove x from inc(P ), and proceed inductively to
construct a unique f satisfying o = o(f). ✷
Now given any set
I = {(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)} (21)
with ui < vi, define a partial order PI on I by setting (ui, vi) < (uj, vj) if
vi < uj. If we regard the pairs (ui, vi) as closed intervals [ui, vi] in R, then
PI is just the interval order corresponding to these intervals (e.g., [4][13]).
4.7 Lemma. Let I be as in equation (21). For 1 ≤ i ≤ r let
ϕ(i) = #{j : vj > vi} −#{j : uj > vi}.
Then
dl(PI) = (ϕ(1) + 1)(ϕ(2) + 1) · · · (ϕ(r) + 1).
Proof. Let χI(q) denote the chromatic polynomial of the graph inc(PI).
We may suppose that the elements of I are indexed so that v1 > v2 > · · · >
vr. We can properly color the vertices of inc(PI) (i.e., adjacent vertices have
different colors) in q colors as follows. First color vertex (u1, v1) in q ways.
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Suppose that vertices (u1, v1), . . . , (ui, vi) have been colored, where i < r.
Now for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, (ui+1, vi+1) is incomparable in PI to (uj, vj) if and only
vi+1 > uj. These vertices (uj, vj) form an antichain in PI ; else either some
vj < vi+1 or some uj > vi+1. The number of these vertices is ϕ(i+ 1). Since
they form a a clique in inc(PI) there are exactly q − ϕ(i+ 1) ways to color
vertex (ui+1, vi+1), independent of the colors previously assigned. It follows
that
χI(q) =
r∏
i=1
(q − ϕ(i+ 1)).
For any graph G with r vertices it is known [10] that
ao(G) = (−1)rχG(−1). (22)
Hence
ao(inc(PI)) =
r∏
i=1
(ϕ(i) + 1).
The proof follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. ✷
Note. The fact (shown in the above proof) that we can order the vertices
of inc(PI) so that each vertex is adjacent to a set of previous vertices forming
a clique is equivalent to the statement that the incomparability graph of an
interval order is chordal. Note that the above proof shows that for any interval
order P coming from intervals [u1, v1], . . . , [ur, vr], the chromatic polynomial
of inc(P ) depends only on the sets {u1, . . . , ur} and {v1, . . . , vr}.
We now come to the result mentioned in the paragraph before Lemma 4.6.
4.8 Theorem. Let I be an interval set of λ/µ, thus giving rise to
r! minimal border strip tableaux of shape λ/µ. Then the number of distinct
border strip decompositions that correspond to these r! border strip tableaux
is is(λ/µ).
Proof. Let (ui, vi), (uj, vj) ∈ I. We say that (ui, vi) and (uj, vj) overlap
if [ui, vi]∩ [uj, vj ] 6= ∅, where [a, b] = {ui, ui+1, . . . , vi}. Two linear orderings
π and σ of I correspond to the same border strip decomposition if and only
if any two overlapping elements (ui, vi) and (uj, vj) appear in the same order
in π and σ. Suppose that π is given by the linear ordering
π = [(ui1, vi1), . . . , (uir , vir)]. (23)
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If (uim , vim) and (uim+1, vim+1) are consecutive terms of π which do not overlap
and if im > im+1, then we can transpose the two terms without affecting the
border strip decomposition defined by π. By a series of such transpositions
we can put π in the “canonical form” where consecutive nonoverlapping pairs
appear in increasing order of their subscripts. The number of distinct border
strip decompositions that correspond to the r! permutations π is the number
of π that are in canonical form. Let π be given by (23), and define f : PI → [r]
by f(uim, vim) = m. Then π is in canonical form if and only if f is dropless.
Comparing equation (16), Theorem 4.4, and Lemma 4.7 completes the proof.
✷
Note that Theorem 4.8 gives a refinement of equation (19), since we have
partitioned the is(λ/µ)2 minimal border strip decompositions of λ/µ into
is(λ/µ) blocks, each of size is(λ/µ).
Now let I = {(u1, v1), . . . , (ui, vi)} be an interval set of λ/µ. Define the
type of I to be the partition σ whose parts are the integers v1−u1, . . . , vr−ur.
Hence by Proposition 2.1 σ is also the type of any of the border strip decom-
positions corresponding to I. Let isσ(λ/µ) denote the number of interval sets
of λ/µ of type σ, and let mbsdσ(λ/µ) denote the number of minimal border
strip decompositions of λ/µ of type σ. The following result is a refinement
of equation (19).
4.9 Corollary. Let N = |λ/µ|. For any partition σ ⊢ N , we have
mbsdσ(λ/µ) = isσ(λ/µ)is(λ/µ).
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 4.8 and the observation above
that type(I) = type(D) for any interval set I and border strip decomposition
D corresponding to I. ✷
We can improve the above corollary by explicitly partitioning the minimal
border strip decompositions of λ/µ into is(λ/µ) blocks, each of which contains
exactly mbsdσ(λ/µ) border strip decompositions of type σ.
4.10 Theorem. For each right snake S of λ/µ fix a set FS of ℓ(S)/2
links of S, no two consecutive, and let F =
⋃
S FS. Let QF be the set of all
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minimal border strip decompositions D of λ/µ which use the links in QF .
Then for each σ ⊢ N = |λ/µ|, QF contains exactly isσ(λ/µ) minimal border
strip decompositions of type σ.
Figure 9 illustrates Theorem 4.10 for the case λ/µ = 332/1. We are using
dots rather than squares in the diagram of λ/µ. The first column shows the
right snakes, with the choice of links as a solid line and the remaining links
as dashed lines. The first row shows the same for the left snakes. The re-
maining 16 entries are the minimal border strip decompositions of λ/µ using
the right snake links for that row and the left snake links for that column.
Theorem 4.10 asserts that each row (and hence by symmetry each column)
contains the same number of minimal border strip decompositions of each
type, viz., one of type (5, 1, 1), two of type (4, 2, 1), and one of type (3, 2, 2).
For general λ/µ there will also be snakes of odd length 2m − 1 yielding m
links that must be used in every minimal border strip decomposition.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let I be an interval set of λ/µ of type σ.
By Theorem 4.8 there are exactly is(λ/µ) border strip decompositions (all of
type σ) corresponding to I.
Claim. Any two of the above is(λ/µ) border strip decompositions D have
a different set of left links and a different set of right links.
By symmetry it suffices to show that any two, say D and D′, have a
different set of left links. Let code(λ/µ) be given by (15), and let Si = Sfi as
defined just before (15). Thus Si is a left snake if and only if (ci, di) = (0, 1).
Moreover, if Si is a left snake and I = {(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)} is any interval
set for λ/µ, then it follows from (16) that ℓ(Si) = 2m where
m = #{j : uj < i < vj}.
Let j1, . . . , jm be those j for which uj < i < vj . In a linear ordering π of I
there are m + 1 choices for how many of the pairs (ujs, vjs) precede (ui, vi).
The linear ordering π defines a border strip tableau with corresponding bor-
der strip decomposition D. In turn D is defined by a choice of a maximum
number of links, no two consecutive, from each left and right snake. The
choices of links from the snake Si are equivalent to choosing the number of
pairs (ujs, vjs) preceding (ui, vi) in π, since Si intersects precisely the bor-
der strips Bi and Bjs corresponding to (ui, vi) and the (ujs, vjs)’s, and the
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left
right
Figure 9: Minimal border strip decompositions of the skew shape 332/1
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Figure 10: Intersection of border strips with a left snake
position of Bi within the snake determines the unique two consecutive un-
used links of the snake Si extended by adding one square in each direction.
Moreover, Bi will be the unique border strip whose initial square (reading
from lower-left to upper-right) begins on Si. As an example see Figure 10,
which shows the skew shape λ/µ = 66554/1 with the left snake S6 shaded.
There are four border strips intersecting S6, and the third one (reading from
bottom-right to upper-left) begins on the square (2, 3) of S6. The two links
of S6 involving this square are not used in the border strip decomposition D.
A dropless labeling of I is uniquely determined by specifying for each left
snake Si how many of the (ujs, vjs)’s, as defined above, precede (ui, vi); for
we can inductively determine, preceding from left-to-right in code(λ/µ), the
relative order of any pair (ui, vi) and (uj, vj) of elements which cross, while all
remaining ambiguities in the labeling are resolved by the dropless condition.
Thus the is(λ/µ) dropless labelings of I define border strip tableaux of shape
λ/µ and type σ, no two of which have the same left links. Since these border
strip tableaux correspond to different border strip decompositions (by the
proof of Theorem 4.8), the proof of the claim follows.
By the claim, for each interval set I the is(λ/µ) border strip decompo-
sitions corresponding to I all have the same type and belong to different
QF ’s. Since there are is(λ/µ) different QF ’s it follows that each QF contains
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exactly isσ(λ/µ) minimal border strip decompositions of type σ, as was to
be proved. ✷
Another way to state Theorem 4.10 is as follows. Let A be the square
matrix whose columns (respectively, rows) are indexed by the maximum size
sets G (respectively, F ) of links, no two consecutive, of right snakes (respec-
tively, left snakes) of λ/µ. The entry AFG is defined to be the minimal border
strip decomposition of λ/µ using the links F and G. Figure 9 shows this ma-
trix for λ/µ = 332/1. Let t = is(λ/µ) and let I1, . . . , It be the interval sets
of λ/µ. If the border strip decomposition AFG corresponds to Ij, then let
L be the matrix obtained by replacing AFG with the integer j. Then the
matrix L is a Latin square, i.e., every row and every column is a permutation
of 1, 2, . . . , t. For instance, when λ/µ = 332/1 the interval sets are
I1 = {(1, 6), (2, 3), (4, 5)}, I2 = {(1, 3), (2, 6), (4, 5)}
I3 = {(1, 5), (2, 3), (4, 6)}, I4 = {(1, 3), (2, 5), (4, 6)}.
The matrix A of Figure 9 becomes the Latin square
L =


1 2 3 4
2 1 4 3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1

 .
5 An application to the characters of Sn.
Expand the skew Schur function sλ/µ in terms of power sums as in equa-
tion (7). Define deg(pi) = 1, so deg(pν) = ℓ(ν). As mentioned after (7),
the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule (10) implies that if pν appears in sλ/µ then
deg(pν) ≥ r = rank(λ/µ). In fact, at least one such pν actually appears in
sλ/µ, viz., let ν1 be the length of the longest border strip B1 of λ/µ, then ν2
the length of the longest border strip B2 of λ/µ − B1, etc. All border strip
tableaux of λ/µ of type ν involve the same set of border strips, so there is
no cancellation in the right-hand side of (10). Hence the coefficient of pν in
sλ/µ in nonzero. (See [11, Exer. 7.52] for the case µ = ∅.) Let us write sˆλ/µ
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for the lowest degree part of sλ/µ, so
sˆλ/µ =
∑
ν : ℓ(ν)=r
z−1ν χ
λ/µ(ν)pν , (24)
where r = rank(λ/µ). Also write For instance,
s332/1 =
1
120
p71 −
1
12
p41p3 +
1
24
p31p
2
2 +
1
5
p21p5 −
1
4
p1p2p4 +
1
12
p22p3.
Hence
sˆ332/1 =
1
5
p21p5 −
1
4
p1p2p4 +
1
12
p22p3
= p˜21p˜5 − 2p˜1p˜2p˜4 + p˜
2
2p˜3.
If I = {(w1, y1), . . . , (wr, yr)} is an interval set, then let c(I) denote the num-
ber of crossings of I, i.e., the number of pairs (i, j) for which wi < wj < yi <
yj. Moreover, let P(λ/µ) = {(u1, v1), . . . , (ur, vr)} be as in Proposition 4.3,
and let
code(λ/µ) =
c1 c2 · · · ck
d1 d2 · · · dk
.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ r define
z(i) = #{j : ui < j < vi, cj = 0}
z(λ/µ) = z(1) + z(2) + · · ·+ z(r).
It is easy to see (see the proof of Theorem 5.2 for more details) that z(λ/µ)
is just the height ht(T ) of a “greedy border strip tableau” T of shape λ/µ
obtained by starting with λ/µ and successively removing the largest possi-
ble border strip. (Although T may not be unique, the set of border strips
appearing in T are unique, so ht(T ) is well-defined.)
5.1 Lemma. Let I be an interval set of λ/µ. If T and T ′ are two
border strip tableaux corresponding to I, then ht(T ) ≡ ht(T ′) (mod 2).
Proof. When we remove a border strip B of size p from a skew shape
α/β with code(α) = · · · c0c1c2 · · ·, then by Proposition 2.1 we replace some
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(ci, ci+p) = (1, 0) with (0, 1). It is easy to check (and is also equivalent to the
discussion in [1, top of p. 3]) that
ht(B) = #{h : i < h < i+ p, ch = 0}. (25)
Suppose we have (ci, ci+p) = (cj, cj+q) = (1, 0), where the four numbers
ci, ci+p, cj, cj+q are all distinct. Let B1 be the the border strip corresponding
to (i, i+ p) and B2 the border strip corresponding to (j, j + q) after B1 has
been removed. Similarly let B′1 correspond to (j, j + q) and B
′
2 to (i, i + p)
after B′1 has been removed. If i + p < j or j + q < i then B1 = B
′
2 and
B2 = B
′
1, so ht(B1) + ht(B2) = ht(B
′
1) + ht(B
′
2). In particular,
ht(B1) + ht(B2) ≡ ht(B
′
1) + ht(B
′
2) (mod 2). (26)
If ci < cj < ci+p < cj+q, then using (25) we see that ht(B1) = ht(B
′
2)− 1 and
ht(B2) = ht(B
′
1)− 1 so again (26) holds. Similarly it is easy to check (26) in
all remaining cases.
Iterating the above argument and using the fact that every permutation
is a product of adjacent transpositions completes the proof. ✷
5.2 Theorem. For any skew shape λ/µ of rank r we have
sˆλ/µ = (−1)
z(λ/µ)
∑
I={(u1,v1),...,(ur,vr)}
(−1)c(I)
r∏
i=1
p˜vi−ui, (27)
where I ranges over all interval sets of λ/µ.
Proof. Let I be an interval set of λ/µ, and let T be a border strip
tableau corresponding to I. We claim that
ht(T ) ≡ z(λ/µ) + c(I) (mod 2). (28)
The proof of the claim is by induction on c(I).
First note that by Lemma 5.1, it suffices to prove the claim for some T
corresponding to each I. Suppose that c(I) = 0, so I = P. Let T be a
greedy border strip tableau as defined before Lemma 5.1. The corresponding
interval set is just P, the unique interval set without crossings, since if ui <
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uj < vi < vj we would pick the border strip corresponding to (ui, vj) rather
than (ui, vi) or (uj, vj). Since by (25) we have z(λ/µ) = ht(T ), equation (28)
holds when c(I) = 0.
Now let c(I) > 0. Suppose that (ui, vi) and (uj, vj) define a crossing in
I, say ui < uj < vi < vj . Let I
′ be obtained from I by replacing (ui, vi)
and (uj, vj) with (ui, vj) and (uj, vi). It is easy to see that c(I)− c(I
′) is an
odd positive integer. By the induction hypothesis we may assume that (28)
holds for I ′. Let T ′ be a border strip tableau corresponding to I ′ such that
the border strips B1 and B2 indexed by (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) are removed first
(say in the order B1, B2). Let T be the border strip tableau that differs from
T
′ by replacing B1, B2 with the border strips indexed by (uj, vi) and (ui, vj).
It is straightforward to verify, using (25) or a direct argument, that ht(T )
and ht(T ′) differ by an odd integer. Hence (28) holds for I, and the proof of
the claim follows by induction.
Now let ℓ(ν) = r and mi(ν) = #{j : νj = i}, the number of parts of ν
equal to i. Since zν = 1
ν1ν1! 2
ν2ν2! · · ·, we have
sˆλ/µ =
∑
ℓ(ν)=r
z−1ν χ
λ/µ(ν)pν
=
∑
ℓ(ν)=r
1
m1(ν)!m2(ν)! · · ·
χλ/µ(ν)p˜ν .
Now by the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule we have
χλ/µ(ν) =
∑
T
(−1)ht(T ),
where T ranges over all border strip tableaux of shape λ/µ and some fixed
type α = (α1, . . . , αr) whose decreasing rearrangement is ν. Since there are
r!/m1(ν)!m2(ν)! · · · different permutations α of the entries of ν, we have
χλ/µ(ν) =
m1(ν)!m2(ν)! · · ·
r!
∑
T
(−1)ht(T ),
where T now ranges over all border strip tableaux of shape λ/µ whose type
is some permutation α of ν. By Theorem 4.8, Proposition 2.1, and equation
28
(28) we then have
χλ/µ(ν) =
m1(ν)!m2(ν)! · · ·
r!

r! ∑
I : type(I)=ν
(−1)z(λ/µ)+c(I)

 , (29)
where I ranges over all interval sets of λ/µ of type ν, and the proof follows.
✷
Let us remark that just as in the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule, cancellation
can occur in the sum on the right-hand side of (27). For instance, if λ/µ =
4442/11 then there is one interval set of type (6, 3, 2, 1) with one crossing
and one with two crossings.
The following corollary follows immediately from equation (29).
5.3 Corollary. Let λ/µ be a skew shape of rank r and let ℓ(ν) = r.
Then χλ/µ(ν) is divisible by m1(ν)!m2(ν)! · · ·.
Let A = (aij) be an array of real numbers with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2r. Recall
that the Pfaffian Pf(A) may be defined by (e.g. [6, p. 616])
Pf(A) =
∑
π
(−1)c(π)ai1j1 · · · airjr ,
where the sum is over all partitions π of {1, 2, . . . , 2r} into two element blocks
ik < jk, and where c(π) is the number of crossings of π, i.e., the number of
pairs h < k for which ih < ik < jh < jk. Comparing with Theorem 5.2 gives
the following alternative way of writing (27). Let SS(λ/µ) = q1q2 · · · qk; let
u1 < u2 < · · · < ur be those indices for which qui = Ls for some s; and
let v1 < v2 < · · · < vr be those indices for which qvi = Rs for some s. Let
w1 < w2 < · · · < w2r consist of the ui’s and vi’s arranged in increasing order.
Then
sˆλ/µ = (−1)
z(λ/µ)Pf(aij),
where
aij =
{
p˜wj−wi, if wi = us and wj = vt for some s < t
0, otherwise.
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For instance, SS(443/2) = L0L1OR1L1R1R0 and z(443/2) = 2, whence
sˆ443/2 = Pf


0 p˜3 0 p˜5 p˜6
p˜2 0 p˜4 p˜5
0 0 0
p˜1 p˜2
0


.
Note that from (11) or (24) we get the following Pfaffianic formula for the
coefficient y(λ/µ) of trank(λ/µ) in sλ/µ(1
t):
y(λ/µ) = (−1)z(λ/µ)Pf(bij),
where
bij =
{
1/(wj − wi), if wi = us and wj = vt for some s < t
0, otherwise.
Similarly from Theorem 5.2 there follows
y(λ/µ) = (−1)z(λ/µ)
∑
I={(u1,v1),...,(ur ,vr)}
(−1)c(I)∏r
i=1(vi − ui)
, (30)
summed over all interval sets I of λ/µ.
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